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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.1. Background of the Problem

Journalism is much more than just the development of gathering and 

transmitting news, marking history through the years, it is a profession full of 

passion to maintain citizens well informed about what is going on in their own 

community or around the world, but this big task it also carries a huge 

responsibility.

As William Bernbach said:

All of us who professionally use the mass media are the shapers of 
society. We can vulgarize that society. We can brutalize it. Or we can help 
lift it onto a higher level (Schindler 2012).

A lot of people have a persistent and misunderstood belief that a 

journalist’s job is only to “report the facts”, where in most cases, people are 

frequently attracted to read, watch or hear those negative issues happening around 

us, but a journalist’s role is more complex than just be waiting to discover and 

publishing those “facts”, it requires a lot of maturity and courage to face any 

situation that may be arise.

Many journalists around the world are not just interested to write a bunch 

of articles and get a pay-check at the end of the month, but are deeply concerned 

to make a good social change. A journalist –as many other professions—has the 

ability to make an impact and improve society, but in some countries, Mexico for 
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instance, being a journalist is one of the most high risk jobs, making journalism a 

profession of life or death.

It all goes back to 1929 where the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 

was founded. It represented the forces that triumphed in the Mexican Revolution 

in 1910 and it governed Mexico with nearly complete dominance until 2000. 

During that time, many legal irregularities were committed turning Mexico into a 

country of corruption with “underground businesses”, such as the drug-trafficking. 

But all gave a historical turn when the National Action Party (PAN) won 

the presidential elections in 2000, taking away power from PRI after 71 years of 

government (Policy Archive 2012).

Later on, in 2006 Mexico’s President nowadays, Felipe Calderon, took 

office and announced a War against Drugs in 2006, over 47,500 people have died 

in drug-gang-related attacks throughout the country, including journalists (CBS 

News 2012).

According to the International Press Institute, Mexico and Honduras are 

the most dangerous countries for journalists, experiencing almost a quarter of all 

its reporters killed while practicing their profession in 2010 (Tico Times 2012). 

Some reporters are no less committed to the cause of helping humanity to 

keep a balance and if is possible an improvement in their lives, but many of these 

journalists are first kidnapped and torture before they are executed just for the 

sake of publishing sensitive information. 
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I.2. Identification of the Problem

A number of ways journalism is practiced are in transition which is not 

surprising but is challenging. This challenge is to fill gaps for citizens that mere 

access to, and mediated interaction with, information cannot. To link that gap and 

survive in the existing media environment, journalists will need to relate 

individuals’ personal interests and common concerns and the larger issues that 

touch people’s daily lives.

Mexico, for instance, came top of the “Most dangerous countries for 

journalism” list in 2010, with 12 killed reporters. Since President Felipe Calderón 

declared a “Guerra contra las drogas” (War against drugs) shortly after his 

inauguration in 2006, it is not only attacks on journalists that have risen steeply

(International Press Institute 2012).

Since the drug trade stopped being an ‘underground’ business, attacks 

have become more frequent with many innocent people getting hurt, including 

children and adolescents. More than 40,000 people have become victims of the 

war that is being waged against the drug cartels by around 50,000 soldiers and 

federal police officers. Against this background of increasing violence it is no real 

surprise that the current situation is having an unfavorable effect on journalists 

and the media, especially those who tend to be critical. Reporters are being 

threatened, abducted and tortured. Decapitated heads are being packaged up and 

sent to editors, and media buildings are being attacked with grenades or stormed 

by armed gangs (BBC News Latin America & Caribbean 2012).
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Problems for Mexican journalists stop far into their history, facing an 

ascending battle with shady politicians and corrupt law enforcement officials. But 

now, they must deal one of their biggest challenges as Mexican Drug cartels are 

fighting over Mexican territory shedding more blood on the streets. 

Journalists’ influence on the events they cover has been a live issue since 

the first war correspondents filed their first dispatches, and to explain these issues 

the used of “frames” is commonly applied to simplify, prioritize, and structure the 

narrative flow of events. 

Although news framing represents an significant feature of political 

communications, numerous puzzles remain about the reasons why one frame 

rather than another becomes adopted and reinforced as the conventional 

interpretation of a particular event, mainly where rival or dissonant interpretation 

are initially offered by different actors on any political contest.

I.3. Statement of the Problem

Threats and murders by criminal organizations were mainly seen in the 

northern states of Mexico, but this violence has spread into other parts of the 

country making this situation more alarming for society.

The author got very concerned about this topic because according to the 

non-governmental organization (NGO) Reporters without Borders, 80 journalists 

have been killed in Mexico since 2000 for writing about the nation’s drug cartels 

(UN News Centre 2012). Items related to Mexican drug violence have been more 
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frequently, making it important to analyze how The News Online Newspaper 

frames this kind of issues.

In this thesis, the basic question which the author wants to solve is: ‘What

are the frames used by The News” newspaper in Mexico’s drug war items in the 

period on May 2012?’

Understanding mass communication through the concept of framing has 

become increasingly common, whether in the fields of social psychology, public 

opinion, or media studies. Therefore, the author has selected the Mexico’s 

national English newspaper—The News—(Press Reference 2012) to analyze 

several articles related to Mexico’s drug war issues to interpret structures that its 

journalists use to set particular events within their broader context:

News frames bundle key concepts, stock phrases, and iconic images to 
reinforce certain common ways of interpreting developments. The essence of 
framing is selection to prioritize some facts, images, or developments over others. 
(Norris et al. 2003, 11).

I.4. Purpose of the Study

This thesis aims to analyze how news frames shape certain issues of reality 

given by the media—such as the The News items on the ongoing drug war in 

Mexico—from the “actual” reality.

The author explores the backgrounds and context of conflict information—

such as Mexican political problems—presenting caused and options on every side 

within the selected items issued on May 2012. 
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It is important to remember that frames serve multiple functions for 

different actors and the public can employ of frames to sort out and make sense of 

complex and unfamiliar events, individuals, issues, and leaders. Through frames, 

scattered and various events are understood within regular patterns.

I.5. Significance of the Study

I.5.1. Academic

a) Adding more research findings related in the field of communication 

studies.

b) Giving the readers descriptions about The News’ news frames, 

particularly on the issues of Mexico’s drug war.

c) Giving the readers and other researchers more understanding on how 

phenomena related to national security, political conflicts, threats for 

society can be related to communication theories such as Agenda-Setting 

Theory and Symbolic Interaction Theory.

I.5.2. Practical

a) Giving more understanding about how “news frames” interpret 

structures that journalists apply to set particular events within their broader 

context. News frames collect key concepts, stock phrases, and iconic 

images to reinforce certain common ways of interpreting developments.
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I.6. Organization of the Study

The author organizes this thesis into several chapters:

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains the background of the problem, identification of the 

problem, statement of the problem—in which the researcher formulates a question 

or questions (research question) that will be studied and solved through the 

research—purpose of the study, significance of the study, and organization of the 

study. Also, the research background and objectives of this thesis are explained 

here.

CHAPTER II: RESEARCH OBJECT

In this chapter, the author will describe the object of the research—in this 

case, Mexico and its ongoing drug war—and everything else that is connected 

with this object. The author will also explain the chronology and development of 

Mexican journalism and its political background.

CHAPTER III: LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, the author will develop a theoretical framework to provide 

tentative answers to the theoretical problems that want to be studied. It also 

contains the literatures which are used by the author as bases for the research. The 

used literatures could be books, e-books, journals, newspaper articles, magazines, 

and the internet to support this study.
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CHAPTER IV: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of the research methodology—which may be 

Quantitative or Qualitative research—used in conducting this study, the sources 

of data which are used, the technique of collecting the data, and the data analysis 

plan.

CHAPTER V: RESEARCH FINDING & DISCUSSION

This chapter consists of the research findings. The author would explain

how the gathered data is analyzed until the research is attained.

CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION & SUGGESTION

After all the data and the problem are analyzed, this chapter contains the 

answer(s) of the question(s) that were formulated in the Statement of the Problem. 

It also contains an opinion of feedback on the results of the research that has been 

done for an academic and practical significance.




